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Wer die Lilie träumt Feb 14 2021 Mit jedem Tag, den Blue mit Gansey verbringt, fällt es ihr
schwerer, sich nicht in ihn zu verlieben - obwohl sie weiß, dass ein Kuss von ihr der Grund für
seinen nahen Tod sein könnte. Sie ist fasziniert von seiner leidenschaftlichen Suche nach dem
verschwundenen König Glendower, und in der knisternden Hitze des Sommers kommen Blue,
Gansey und die Raven Boys diesem Ziel immer näher. Vor allem Ronans Fähigkeit,
Gegenstände aus seinen Träumen in die reale Welt zu bringen, lässt die Lösung greifbar werden.
Doch das Spiel mit der Traumwelt ist gefährlich und Blue und ihre Freunde sind nicht die
Einzigen, die sich ihre Wünsche herbeiträumen wollen ... Albträume, die zum Leben erwachen,
charmante Auftragskiller und eine verbotene Liebe: Meisterhaft kombiniert SpiegelBestsellerautorin Maggie Stiefvater die lebendige Schilderung der Realität mit übernatürlichen
Elementen und schafft so eine fesselnde Geschichte, die ihre Leser von der ersten Seite an
begeistern wird. "Wer die Lilie träumt" ist der zweite von vier Bänden. Der Vorgängertitel lautet
"Wen der Rabe ruft".
Ley Lines Apr 30 2022 A gifted healer accused of a crime she isn't guilty of; a talented magician
hunted by dark forces - in the second book in the Wise Ones series, unknowing players are
entangled in a deceptive game. When an attempt to heal a villager's broken leg goes awry, Gailin
is accused of witchcraft and sentenced to hang. Driven by mystic instinct, skillful magician
Vamilion walks 300 miles in a week to save her - and set in motion a series of events that will
change their fates forever. In Ley Lines, two new pawns are woven into a game of magic and
manipulation they don't even know they're playing. As new trials are suffered, thirsts for magic
develop and unintended consequences emerge. Will the Wise Ones find a way to save
themselves - and defeat the forces determined to tear them apart?
Ley Lines of Wessex May 20 2021 An exploration of the characteristics of ley lines in general
and of the topography of ley lines in Wessex in particular.
The Sacred Network Oct 25 2021 How sacred sites amplify the energies of consciousness, the
earth, and the universe • Examines the web of geometrical patterns linking sacred sites

worldwide, with special focus on the sacred network of ley lines in Paris • Unveils the coming
state of shared consciousness for humanity fueled by the sacred network • Reveals how
consciousness is a tangible form of energy First marked by the standing stones of our megalithic
ancestors, the world’s sacred sites are not only places of spiritual energy but also hubs of cosmic
energy and earthly energy. Generation upon generation has recognized the power of these sites,
with the result that each dominant culture builds their religious structures on the same spots--the
Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, for example, was constructed over a Temple to Diana that in
turn had been built over a stone pillar worshipped by the Gauls. In The Sacred Network, Chris
Hardy shows how the world’s sacred sites coincide with the intersections of energetic waves
from the earth’s geomagnetic field and how--via their megaliths, temples, and steeples--these
sites act as antennae for the energies of the cosmos. Delving deeply in to Paris’s sacred network,
she also explores the intricate geometrical patterns created by the alignments of churches and
monuments, such as pentagrams and Stars of David. Revealing that consciousness is a tangible
energy, she explains how the sacred network is fueling an 8,000-year evolutionary cycle initiated
by our megalithic ancestors that will soon culminate in a new state of shared consciousness for
humanity.
Dowsing and Ley Lines Mar 30 2022 This book contains information on dowsing for beginners
and advanced alike. It provides information on how to find and follow more than five hundred
ley marks across the south of the British Isles. It also contains unique insight on how shadow ley
lines are connected to time as we measure it in minutes and hours. Also answers as to why the
legendary figure of the Long Man of Wilmington is positioned where he is on the South Downs.
There is also information on both Woodhenge and Stonehenge.
Ley Lines Sep 04 2022 Across the world, sacred sites are linked together by mysterious
alignments on the landscape. In the British Isles these links have come to be known as Ley Lines.
First discovered in ancient times by the legendary Alfred Watkins, who first coined the term,
they have been rigorously studied over the last fifty years. This revised and updated edition of
the book by Danny Sullivan is the classic, comprehensive guide to the subject.
Blutfluch Jul 22 2021 Die große Bestsellerserie Sie hat gegen Vampire, Hexen, Dämonen und
Banshees gekämpft. Sie ist ins Jenseits gereist und wieder zurückgekehrt. Sie hat jeden einzelnen
Fall in ihrer Karriere als Kopfgeldjägerin gelöst. Und nun steht Rachel Morgan vor der größten
Herausforderung ihres Lebens: Sie muss einen Weg finden, die Seelen der lebenden Vampire –
namentlich die ihrer besten Freundin und Mitbewohnerin Ivy – vor der ewigen Verdammnis zu
retten. Doch wenn sie den Fluch, der auf den Vampiren lastet, brechen will, muss Rachel mehr
riskieren als jemals zuvor ...
Sworn To Quell: Courtlight #10 Jun 28 2019
Walking in Albion Aug 30 2019 FICTION Take a visionary walk through the cosmos right here
on the Earth What if you woke up one morning and realized you are the cosmos, all the heavenly
realms and gods, and a refl ection of God Himself/Herself? Th at you and the Earth have the
same structures of consciousness, are made virtually the same? Walking in Albion is an amusing,
passionate fi rst-person answer to that. It chronicles interactions with the Earth through its sacred
sites in a style full of jokes and visions, whinges and epiphanies. Leviton reports life on the path
of the Christed Grail Knight in search of a cosmic spirit called Albion, the cosmos in a giant
human form, the soul of the planet. Albion is a picture map of Creation, full of lights and palaces
and the memories of humanity on Earth since the beginning. Join Leviton in an odyssey of
meditation and visionary experience from sites in Norway, France, England, and Scotland to
America, Mexico, and Tahiti. Oh yes, he travels with plenty of sidekicks, jokers, and
wellwishers, especially angels. Want a freshly conceived meditative-spiritual experience that

includes the Earth as a prime recipient of your contacts and changes? Walking in Albion is an
unusual and original approach to the Mysteries of human and Earth, a fresh, bold way of
regarding the authentic Christ, not as dogma but experience yoursin the theater of the Earth. Plus
guidelines to relate eff ectively with the geomantic landscape, and have fun and insight doing it,
as you contribute to the Earths well-being starting today and begin
Flight from Death Feb 03 2020 From New York Times bestselling author Yasmine Galenorn
comes an all-new series set in the realm of her Otherworld novels. I’m Shimmer, a blue dragon
shifter. Thanks to a mistake, I was exiled from the Dragon Reaches and sentenced to work for
Alex Radcliffe, a vampire who owns the Fly by Night Magical Investigations Agency. Now, not
only do I have to adapt to Earthside culture, but every time I turn around, somebody’s trying to
kill us. And worse, Alex is as gorgeous as he is exasperating. But you know what they say: All’s
fair in love and bounty hunting… When an old friend of Alex contacts him about a haunting at
the High Tide Bed & Breakfast in Port Townsend, Washington, we think we’re on a simple ghost
hunt. But our investigation quickly transforms into a deadly fight as we uncover an eighty-yearold murder, a cursed house, and a dark force trapping the spirits within. To stop impending
disaster we must break the curse and lay the angry spirits to rest.
Shamanism and the Mystery Lines Aug 11 2020 Travel across archaic landscapes, into contact
with spiritual traditions as old as the human central nervous system and into the deepest recesses
of the psyche. Explore the mystery surrounding ley lines -- and be prepared for a surprise as you
join the author on this extraordinary true-life detective story. Llewellyn holds North American
rights only.
Ley Lines Apr 18 2021
Ley Lines and the Rustling of Cedar Oct 13 2020 A new collection of poetry from the author of
Transit.
Celtic Divination Dec 15 2020
Shamanism and the Mystery Lines May 08 2020 All archaic landscape lines are, in essence,
spirit lines. Within us all we hold a blueprint of this spiritual earth and of the ancient shamanic
power of magical flight. If we could only find the wellsprings of the psyche and translate these
timeless patterns from our minds to the physical earth, then we too could learn to experience the
reality behind the straight line mystery. Once again, we would allow the spiritual earth to lead the
way in our personal growth and transformation. We need to bring this out-of-body state from its
cultural exile and give it the much greater attention it deserves.
Ulrika Sparre & Steingrimur Eyfjord Dec 27 2021
SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE LEY LINE Feb 26 2022 The mists of Britain's insula
antiquity have drifted into the modernity of the nineteenth century bringing with them echoes of
the savage rituals of its ancient peoples. The Press has fuelled the Public's fear over dismembered
victims discovered at the intersection of ancient ley-lines, points on the landscape where logic is
defied and science is rendered impotent as ancient forces emerge menacingly from the living
Earth itself. Sherlock Holmes finds he must anchor his superior mind on solid ground to uncover
the truth and deliver justice for the victims as the reader accompanies the Intrepid Doctor Watson
and the Great Sleuth as they conquer their innermost fears when encountering the mysteries of
Britain's ancient Ley Lines, the Ancient Ways.
Ley Lines in Question Jan 16 2021
Was die Spiegel wissen Oct 01 2019 Es wird Hebst in Henrietta. Blue und die vier Raven Boys
suchen noch immer nach dem Grab des walisischen Königs Glendower. Fast glauben sie sich am
Ziel, als Adam eine beunruhigende Vision hat: Im magischen Wald Cabeswater gibt es drei
Schlafende. Einer von ihnen darf unter gar keinen Umständen geweckt werden. Die Frage ist

allerdings, welcher es ist und was geschieht, wenn er trotz aller Vorsicht aufwachen sollte.
Währenddessen hat Blue ganz andere Sorgen: Ihre Mutter ist verschwunden und außer einer
mysteriösen Nachricht gibt es keine Spur von ihr. Und dann sind da noch Blues Gefühle für
Gansey, gegen die sie vergeblich anzukämpfen versucht. Denn ein Kuss von ihr könnte seinen
Tod bedeuten ... Eine mysteriöse Prophezeiung, uralte Geheimnisse und eine Liebe, die
gefährlich ist: Maggie Stiefvater zieht auch im dritten Band der fantastischen Buchreihe um Blue
und die Raven Boys alle Register ihrer Erzählkunst und hinterlässt den Leser in atemlosem
Warten auf das große Finale. "Was die Spiegel wissen" ist der dritte von vier Bänden. Die
Vorgängertitel lauten "Wen der Rabe ruft" und "Wer die Lilie träumt".
London's Ley Lines Pathways of Enlightenment Jan 28 2022 Leys are as elusive as beams of
starlight. They are everywhere, you just can't see them. They may be compared to the hidden
knowledge of a secret tradition. On public display and freely available to those in the know.
Invisible and unsuspected by those who aren't. Thus the ancient wisdom at the basis of leys is
encoded within the land for future generations to discover anew, if they possess the vision.
London's leys can lead you to magical places, to the soul of the city and to an understanding of
the hidden unity which connects our ancient sacred sites to each other and also links our spiritual
dimensions to theirs. To our ancestors these locations were places of the gods, places of healing,
places of power, places of vision initiation, inspiration and revelation. They still are.
11:11 The Time Prompt Phenomenon Nov 13 2020 Is it happening to you? You wake up at
night, look at the clock, and notice that it is 11:11 p.m. This happens again the next night, and the
next. You think it is a coincidence, but what if you were to discover that it was happening to
others--possibly millions of others--all over the world? And that it meant something...something
important? The reports of people noticing strange and repeated associations with the number 11
are on the rise, prompting theories connecting this phenomenon with the coming Mayan calendar
end date of 12/21/2012. But it's not just the number 11 that is showing up in people's lives, it is
often accompanied by unusual events or profound insights. Mysterious numbers and strange
sequences appear throughout the history of human experience. What do they mean? What secrets
do they keep? Are these wake-up calls to a higher state of consciousness, triggers of paranormal
experiences, or the activation of what some scientists refer to as "junk DNA"? In this fascinating
new work, You'll learn about: Number-based patterns in nature--such as the Fibonacci spiral, the
golden ratio, and DNA sequences--and the secrets of sacred geometry. Synchronicity: The
science behind coincidences and what they might be trying to tell us. How the entire universe can
be condensed into a handful of mathematical numbers and equations. The power of numerology
in human lives. Is God a number? How numbers relate to the creative force behind all reality. We
live according to times, dates, and numbers, and 11:11 The Time Prompt Phenomenon will
explore the mysteries of 11:11 and the many other ways in which numbers compose the very
foundation of our reality.
Ancient Astronomy Sep 23 2021 Long before astronomy was a science, humans used the stars
to mark time, navigate, organize planting and dramatize myths. This encyclopaedia draws on
archaeological evidence and oral traditions to reveal how prehistoric humans perceived the skies
and celestial phenomena.
Sherlock Holmes and the Ley Line Murders Aug 03 2022 The mists of Britain’s insula antiquity
have drifted into the modernity of the nineteenth century bringing with them echoes of the
savage rituals of its ancient peoples. The Press has fuelled the Public’s fear over dismembered
victims discovered at the intersection of ancient ley-lines, points on the landscape where logic is
defied and science is rendered impotent as ancient forces emerge menacingly from the living
Earth itself. Sherlock Holmes finds he must anchor his superior mind on solid ground to uncover

the truth and deliver justice for the victims as the reader accompanies the Intrepid Doctor Watson
and the Great Sleuth as they conquer their innermost fears when encountering the mysteries of
Britain’s ancient Ley Lines, the Ancient Ways.
Ley Lines Nov 25 2021 An introduction to the phenomenon of the alignment of ancient sites. It
examines the discovery of ley lines by Alfred Watkins in the 1920s, exploring all the explanatory
theories, before going on to look at developments in research into ley lines.
East Anglia, Walking the Ley Lines and Ancient Tracks Dec 03 2019
Ley Lines Aug 23 2021
The Apparition Trail Mar 06 2020 Steampunk meets the supernatural in a Canada that might
have been... The year is 1884, and Corporal Marmaduke Grayburn of the North West Mounted
Police always gets his man. But when he is assigned to the secretive Q-division — an elite unit
of paranormal investigators founded by legendary Mountie Sam Steele — Grayburn discovers
that his own psychic powers might lead to more than he bargained for. With the aid of the
eccentric paranormal researcher Arthur Chambers, Grayburn sets out in search of a missing
minister and a magical Native artifact known only as the Manitou Stone. But in a land where
perpetual motion machines and locomotives meet ancient sorcery, can Grayburn discover the
secret of the stone and maintain the uneasy peace between the scattered Indian tribes and
settlers? Or will his own buried secrets lead him towards the dark fate that waits at the end of the
Apparition Trail?
Ley Lines und weitere mystische Momente Jun 01 2022
New Scientist Mar 18 2021 New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men
and women who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social
consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist
reports, explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and
culture.
Ley Lines of the UK and USA Nov 06 2022 Since the Stone Age our ancestors have tapped into
the natural energies of the planet, building stone circles, standing stones, pyramids and temples
in a highly evolved and brilliantly executed network of energy centers around the world.
Thousands of years later, this ancient knowledge was brutally suppressed by the early Catholic
church and ignored by science. But it still lingered on, kept by such secret societies as the
Knights Templar and the Masons, who designed buildings and whole cities incorporating this
esoteric knowledge, hidden in plan view. Here, Cowan brings together his own extensive work
with the findings of other researchers, and reveals his discovery that the energy lines emanate
from volcanic sources that spew out natural telluric energies in all directions, like the spokes of a
wheel! Chapters include: Megalithic Engineering; Burial Grounds across Scotland; Following a
Straight Ley Line to its Source; Saint Columba and Iona; The Royal Triangle of Great Britain;
The Strange Behavior of Ley Lines; The Dance of the Dragon; Ley Lines in the USA; The Secret
Knowledge of the Freemasons; Spirit Paths; The Occult Knowledge of the Nazis; How to Use
Diving Rods; The Amazing Power of the Maze; more. Tons of illustrations, all in color!
Ley Lines and Earth Energies Oct 05 2022 This exploration shows how natural forces affect
our behavior, how they can be used to enhance our health and well being, and ultimately, how
they bring us closer to penetrating one of the deepest mysteries being explored.
Ley Lines Nov 01 2019 Ley lines mark alignments of sacred sites such as ridgetops and ancient
megaliths and create pathways between them. This book too marks alignments and creates
pathways, but its sacred sites are not monuments, they’re artworks and poems. Its various forms
of exchange between writers and artists offer unique access to contemporary art, poetry, and the
creative process. In this unique anthology, working poets respond to questions about their recent

books, painters and other artists offer statements about their work, and writers respond to
artworks. These offerings and exchanges are juxtaposed so as to speak to one another in a
capacious, resonant dialogue. The result is a broad-minded and inclusive poetics, a vision of
creative work as a constituent of personal and civic life. Anyone who nurtures the creative
impulse will enjoy Ley Lines and return to it again and again. Writing students, art students, and
any reader engaged in artistic practice will find in Ley Lines not a how-to manual or step-by-step
instruction but an inexhaustible vein of instructive reflection on imaginative work and the
creative life.
Shattering the Ley Apr 06 2020 First book in Joshua Palmatier's new epic fantasy trilogy, set in
a sprawling city of light and magic fueled by a ley line network. Erenthrall—sprawling city of
light and magic, whose streets are packed with traders from a dozen lands and whose buildings
and towers are grown and shaped in the space of a day. At the heart of the city is the Nexus, the
hub of a magical ley line system that powers Erenthrall. This ley line also links the city and the
Baronial plains to rest of the continent and the world beyond. The Prime Wielders control the
Nexus with secrecy and lies, but it is the Baron who controls the Wielders. The Baron also
controls the rest of the Baronies through a web of brutal intimidation enforced by his bloodthirsty
guardsmen and unnatural assassins. When the rebel Kormanley seek to destroy the ley system
and the Baron’s chokehold, two people find themselves caught in the chaos that sweeps through
Erenthrall and threatens the entire world: Kara Tremain, a young Wielder coming into her power,
who discovers the forbidden truth behind the magic that powers the ley lines; and Alan Garrett, a
recruit in the Baron’s guard, who learns that the city holds more mysteries and more danger than
he could possibly have imagined . . . and who holds a secret within himself that could mean
Erenthrall’s destruction -- or its salvation.
The Process of Magic Jun 20 2021 Learn how magic works and how to get consistent results.
There are lots of books about magic, but how many of them actually explain how magic works or
more importantly how to get a consistent result that meaningfully changes your life? The Process
of Magic strips away the glamour and image of magic to focus on the reality of how magic works
and what you can do to customize your magical workings. Instead of relying on prescriptive
spells and rituals, why not learn the fundamental mechanics of magic and design your own
workings? With the Process of Magic you’ll learn exactly that and much more: · What the 11
principles of magic are and how they create your magical workings. · What the 8 types of magic
workings are and how to customize them. · How to methodically approach magic as a process
that produces results. · How to troubleshoot and fix your magical workings. · How to get results
that last. If you’ve ever gotten results that don’t stick, or tried to do a working and come away
feeling like nothing worked, then The Process of Magic will help you demystify magic and make
it into a spiritual practice you can use to improve and enhance your life.
Spells & Magic Jan 04 2020 One killer down, one to go. With the serial killer off my back, my
mother, the head of Paranormal MI5, wants me to move on to another case. Only problem is, my
best friend has been kidnapped and held by a man who helped the evil killer. My magic is almost
restored, but the fate of my soul is still in question. If I took the time off to save my friend, and
myself, would my job as top Paranormal MI5 agent still be there when I returned? The risk was
great on both sides, but when life trumps magic, I have to brace myself for impact. Keywords:
paranormal fantasy, witches, warlocks, vampires, shifters, fantasy romance, paranormal romance,
urban fantasy, investigative, thriller, witch, spells, magic, death
Wild Hunger Jun 08 2020 When a grizzly murder threatens to change the paranormal balance of
power-and bring an end to years of peace between humans and supernaturals-a new generation
must fight for Chicago. As the only vampire child ever born, some believed Elisa Sullivan had all

the luck. But the magic that helped bring her into the world left her with a dark secret. Shifter
Connor Keene, the only son of North American Central Pack Apex Gabriel Keene, is the only
one she trusts with it. But she's a vampire and the daughter of a Master and a Sentinel, and he's
prince of the Pack and its future king. When the assassination of an ambassador brings old feuds
to the fore again, Elisa and Connor must choose between love and family, between honor and
obligation, before Chicago disappears forever. Return to Chicagoland. Meet the family . . .
Ley Lines in Question Jul 30 2019
Shattering the Ley Jul 02 2022 First book in Joshua Palmatier's new epic fantasy trilogy, set in a
sprawling city of light and magic fueled by a ley line network. Erenthrall—sprawling city of light
and magic, whose streets are packed with traders from a dozen lands and whose buildings and
towers are grown and shaped in the space of a day. At the heart of the city is the Nexus, the hub
of a magical ley line system that powers Erenthrall. This ley line also links the city and the
Baronial plains to rest of the continent and the world beyond. The Prime Wielders control the
Nexus with secrecy and lies, but it is the Baron who controls the Wielders. The Baron also
controls the rest of the Baronies through a web of brutal intimidation enforced by his bloodthirsty
guardsmen and unnatural assassins. When the rebel Kormanley seek to destroy the ley system
and the Baron’s chokehold, two people find themselves caught in the chaos that sweeps through
Erenthrall and threatens the entire world: Kara Tremain, a young Wielder coming into her power,
who discovers the forbidden truth behind the magic that powers the ley lines; and Alan Garrett, a
recruit in the Baron’s guard, who learns that the city holds more mysteries and more danger than
he could possibly have imagined . . . and who holds a secret within himself that could mean
Erenthrall’s destruction -- or its salvation.
Ley Lines Sep 11 2020 Vamilion tried to slip the noose around her slender neck, but the rope
was too short. Hurriedly he found a book and added it to the height of the stool. She stepped up
higher and her horrified executioner tugged the rope tight under her chin. He dare not look at her,
for the spell would strike him. Instead, he subtly slipped the magic stone into the hands tied
behind her back. "When you fall, wish with all your might for the ropes to break. Then, Gailin,
run for your life." She tried to look down at the hangman at that startling message, but it was too
late. He kicked the stool out from under her feet and ran. Thus begins the next saga in the Wise
Ones series. New pawns introduced to magic and manipulation in a game they do not even know
they are playing; the game of the Ley Lines.
Witchy Eye Jul 10 2020 A STUNNING BAEN BOOKS DEBUT. A brilliant Americana
flintlock fantasy novel set in a world of Appalachian magic that works. Sarah Calhoun is the
fifteen-year-old daughter of the Elector Andrew Calhoun, one of Appalachee’s military heroes
and one of the electors who gets to decide who will next ascend as the Emperor of the New
World. None of that matters to Sarah. She has a natural talent for hexing and one bad eye, and all
she wants is to be left alone—especially by outsiders. But Sarah’s world gets turned on its head
at the Nashville Tobacco Fair when a Yankee wizard-priest tries to kidnap her. Sarah fights back
with the aid of a mysterious monk named Thalanes, who is one of the not-quite-human Firstborn,
the Moundbuilders of the Ohio. It is Thalanes who reveals to Sarah a secret heritage she never
dreamed could be hers. Now on a desperate quest with Thalanes to claim this heritage, she is
hunted by the Emperor’s bodyguard of elite dragoons, as well as by darker things—shapeshifting
Mockers and undead Lazars, and behind them a power more sinister still. If Sarah cannot claim
her heritage, it may mean the end to her, her family—and to the world where she is just
beginning to find her place. Praise for Witchy Eye and D.J. Butler: “… you can’t stop yourself
from taking another bite…and another…and another….I didn’t want to stop reading…. Kudos!”
R.A. Salvatore, New York Times Bestselling Author “ Excellent book. I am impressed by the

creativity and the depth of the world building. Dave Butler is a great storyteller.” – Larry Correia
“WITCHY EYE is an intricate and imaginative alternate history with a cast of characters and
quirky situations that would make a Dickens novel proud.” —Kevin J. Anderson, New York
Times bestselling author of *Eternity's Mind* "David's a pro storyteller, and you're in for a great
ride."—Larry Dixon "… a fascinating, grittily-flavored world of living legends. Hurry up and
write the next one, Dave."—Cat Rambo, author of Beasts of Tabat "This is enchanting! I'd love
to see more."—Mercedes Lackey New York Times bestselling author “Goblin Market meets
Magical Musketpunk... A great ride that also manages to cover some serious cultural terrain.”
—Charles E. Gannon, author of the thrice-Nebula nominated Caine Riordan series "Witchy-Eye
is a brilliant blend of historical acumen and imagination, a tour-de-force that is at once full of
surprises and ultimately heart-warming. This is your chance to discover one of the finest new
stars writing today!"–David Farland, New York Times bestselling author “A gritty, engrossing
mash-up of history, fantasy, and magic. Desperate characters careen from plot twist to plot twist
until few are left standing.”—Mario Acevedo, author of Rescue From Planet Pleasure.
"Captivating characters. Superb world-building. Awesome magic. Butler fuses fantasy and
history effortlessly, creating a fascinating new American epic. Not to be missed!"—Christopher
Husberg, author of Duskfall **
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